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CHAlTEB U--LAM) LEVEJXNG 

DeaotiDtio n. 
Land leveltig or land grading for tirigation is modifying the surface 
relief of a field to a planned grad8 to protide a pore suitable surface 
for efficiently applying irrigation water. 

Norwlly land leveling requires moving a lot of earth over severaL 
hundred feet. This shouJ.d not be confused with land planing, land 
smoothing, or land floating. They are usually accomplished with 
spscial equfpent to eliminate tier irregularities, and they do not 
change the general topography of the land surface. 

Rough grading is removing knolla, mound%or ridges and fillling pockets 
or sweles in a field that ia not to have a planned grade. Often no 
construction staksr are set and relwce is placed on the "eye" of #a 
equipant operator to obtain the desired field surface. Rough 
grading is seldom adequate for lands to be surface irrigated, 

Criteria for Land Ltnr&&g 
Criteria for land lsveling'will be influenced by the 8011, slope, 
climate, crops to be grown, methda of irrigation, and the desires of 
the fanner. 

Laud leveling should never be planned without knom the sa3l-proftla 
conditions and the m&&mum cut that can be made without seriously 
sffecting agricultural production. Shallow soils that require strict 
limitations on peralasibls depth of axoavation do not permit much 
fr8edom to the designer. They pose a diffhilt problem when combined 
with undulating topography or steep slopes. 

The climate of an area often places certajln limits on slope to pa*event 
erosion from rainfall or to protide adequate drainage. Alao crops to 
be grown need to be known since they will affect the irrigation methods 
selected and will provide an idea as to the amount of leveling needed. 
Int8nsivaly cultivated crops such as ve&etablas may justify a high 
leveling cost whereas a hay crop In an area with a short &Irowing season 
may warrant a much smaller investment. 



Each method of Ligation haa limitations. When aeveral methoda of 
irrigation are to be used on the same field, the requirements of the 
lsost restrictive muf3t be met, The level border method is the moat 
restrictive of all irrigation methods, In general, %LoodFng methods 
have the strictest crons-slope re@.rement~, 

The desires of the fanner must also be known in selecting ths design 
standards for a specific job. Miniaun conservation-i2rigation standarda- 
must be met. Oftentimes the farmer desires to have a still better job 
that will save on labor and petit better farming practices. The 
engineer ahokld attempt to dedlgn the beat job the farmer is wW.ling to 
accept and pg for. Usually the standards of the farmers go up from 
year to year, and a job that is perfectly &&factory today may be 
considered substandard tomorrow* Many fields have been Isveled and re- 
leveled several times, each tine to a higher standard. Obvloualy the 
number of times a field is leveled should be held to a minI.mum, There- 
fore, it is desirable to design as refined a job as the soAl and farmer 
will permit. 

It is generally accepted that the most derrirable field supface for 
agricultural production is 8 plane surface on a nearly level grade. LQca- 
wise, the least dentiabla is one with such surface relief that irrigation 
can barely be accomplished and that unusually goad management is required 
to obQ&n even fair irrigation water efficiencies, 

Table U-1 1e a clasnification of surface relief as it affects Trrigat$on, 
In sam areas Clams Al ml-5 w tna only one to consider, whereas in 
others tith shallow soils and steep slopes, Class E may be the best 
physic~I.Ay obttinable. The least sestrictive class permiasIble mag' be 
establish&d at a Btata level baaed on climate and other conditiona. 

Clam C is thu lb-& utily considered aatiefactory for co~~e~~a- 
tlon 3xfigation w mmface methoda. Uhen it ia impossible, however, 
to bring the rurfaa to thiu standard, special justification should 
be praaent bsfors surface methods are mcommended, trauall~r sprinkler 
methods are bert for these litear 

atom stewg 
Land leveling is &ually accomplished on a field by field basis. It ia 
extremely important, therefore, to study the entire fam before attempting 
any leveling. 

Land leveling So probably thq moat intensive practice that iei applied to 
agricultural lands, and much expense can be saved by car?efkUy dividing 
the fanm into area8 that have about the Bame &lope and soil characterUtica. 
T'heae areas wiu provide a baala for selectkg the proper field arrangement, 



Table 12-l ,--Relief classes for surface irrigated land, 

Cl&S S 

Al 

5 

Irrigation. slope l/ Cross slope 

Uniform but not more 
than 0. 05 percent 

None 

Possible irrigation Irrigation operation 

water eificiencir s labor requirement Method limitations Leveling requirement 

Non!? 

Very Iow P:one 

Length of level borders is restricted- 

Uriiorm 

Uniform but not more 
than 0.3 percent 

VariabIr but notmore 
than 0. 3 percent 

Eithe c uniform or 
variable and more 

than 0. J percent 
but not more than 
0. 5 perceF+ 

Eigh 

LOW 

Leveling desirable to 

Length of level borders restricted, 
increase length or width 

Border widths are restricted. 
ol level borders. 

- Leve1ir.g desirable to 
Border widths are very restricted, reduce labor requirement. 
Level borders not permissible. 
Shallow furrows not permissible on coarse or 

very coarse-textured soils. 
Corrugations must have down-slope of at 

least iour times cross slope. 

Fairly uniform - Uniform or variable 
(When slopes are over but not more than 
0. 5 prrcent, convex 0.3 percent 
slopes have maximum 
grades zot over twice 
miz4mum; concave 
slopes have maximum Uniform or 
grade not over 1 l/I variable but Anot 
times minimum. more than 0.5 
Undulating slopes pe i-cent 

noI prrmissible. ) 

Good 

Moderately low Level borders not permissible. 
Border widths are restricted. 

Border widths are very restricted. 
Level borders r;ot permissibk. 
Shallow furrows not permissibre on coarse 

or very coarse-textured soils. 
Corrugations must have down-slope of at 

least four times cross slope. 

Leveling desirable to 
rudirce labor requirement 
and improve irrigation 
efficiencies. 

Either uniform or 
fairly Enifoorm as 
defined above 

Either uniform 
OF variable and 
more than 0.5 
percent 

Moderate LO high 
Applicable only for cor.tour ditches or to 

cross slope or contour furrow irrigation 
within special Iimitztions of furrow depth 
and soil texture, 

Vzriable but not 
Border widths are restricted. 

more than 0.3 Mode rate Level borders Or corrugations not 

pe rcenr 
permissible. 

Variable but without Border widths BE very restricted. POOT 
level re2ches or Variable but not Level borders or corrugations not per- Leveling required for 
reverse grades more than 0.5 

High 
missible. 

percent Shallow furrows not permissible On coarse 
conservation irrigation, 

or very coarse-textured soils‘ 

Variable and more Very poor Very high 
Applicable only for contour ditches or 

furrows within special limitationa of 
than 0, 5 percent furrow depth 2nd soil texture. 

J/ Maximum and minimum downfield grades are limited by (II requirements for drainage, (2) protection from erosion by storm runoff, and (3) the criteria for the irrigation 

method to be used. 



A topomaphic survey is always helpful and is usually necessary in 
planning a fa33.u irrigation system. Such surveys may vary from a few 
scattered shots to a precise grid-tyXw survey, Any of the conven- 
tional methods of making this survey are satisfactory, but it is 
important to locate and map benchmarks and points of known horizon- 
tal position in order to reestablish both vertical and horizontal 
control on the ground. 

Prior to leveling design, the farm irrigation system must be planned 
so that the location of field boundaries, irrigation water-supfly 
system, drains, and field roads are known. The leveling plan for 
an individual field must provide for furnishing borrow to or for 
absorbing waste from these adjacent features. It must also provide 
for the proper ratio between excavation and embankment. 

J3efom leveling, the field should be cleared of trash and vegetative 
material. In desert areas, sage and brush should be cleared, raked, 
and burned. On cultivated lands, mowing and raking or burning will 
usually suffice. 
koothing. 

Crop ridges should be eliminated by disking or 
The grass on sod lends should be mowed and raked, but 

the vegetation should not be plowed under immediately prior to 
leveling. Any operation that leaves the surface in a loosened 
condition makes it difficult to grade to an exact elevation. 

Planrrilzar t?zuFmY$ 
A topographic &vey often is needed to provide a basis for planning 
the farm .irrigation system. For the layout of contour benches, a 
survey showing considerable detail is essential, A topographic 
survey may be made by any of the conventional methods; plans table, 
transit survey, field cross section, or if construction is to be 
done immediately, the grid system which will be utilized for 
construction can be used. 

Des&n and Construction Surve~g, 
The proper field arrangement ani the farm water distribution and 
drainage system must be planned before the field leveling can be 
designed. An entire field should be designed and leveled as a 
unit l 

The area should be first cleared of vegetation and the surface 
prepared for construction. A grid system is usually used to provide 
both harizontsl and vertical control and each grid point is staked. 
Half or full lath are commonly used for staking. Double right-angle 
prisms are often useful in staking the grid. The stakes remain in 
the field and after the leveling job has been designed, are marked 
to serve for construction stakes. Since they cannot remain in a 
cultivated field for long, the staking and design is usually done 
immediately prior to construction. 



The usual grid spacing is 100 feet in each dfiection, but other 
spacings as 50 x 50, 66 x 66, 50 x 100, 75 x 100, etc,, tie sometimes 
found useful. Inexperienced. earthmoving operators often have diffi- 
culty in carrying elevation X00 feet between stakes and sometimes 
request a closer spacing. However, B 50 x 50 grid requires four 
times as many stakes to set, shoot, plot9 compute and mark as a 
100 x lOO--foot-grid, and so the wider spacing should be used where 
possible. 

Many times ridges or swales will be found which fsll between griti 
corners* when this occurs9 additional stakes should be set on the 
highs or lows. These stakes are located in the grid with markIngs 
as (E+72) (7+OO) and so are often referred to as "@us stakes". 

After all points have been staked, levels are run to detetine the 
pound elevation of each. Normally, ground elevations are determined 
to the nearest tenth foot, but may be taken to the nearest 0,05 foot 
in level areas or where other conditions make additional reffnement 
helpful. Bench marks are established to the nearest hundredth foot 
and they slso are often used as points of horizontal control, The 
location and the elevation of the water sowee is determined and any 
structures that might affect the drainage system are located and the 
controlling elevations determined. Any existing pipelines, drains, 
power lines, structures, roads or other important phys%ical features 
are sMlarly located and tied into the grid, 

Figure 12~1 shows a grid survey for leveling a &&acre field using 
a 100 x loo-foot spacing. For convenience 1n identification, each 
east-west line of stakes was lettered and each north-south line was 
numbered. There are many methods of establishing a grid system on 
a field but in this case9 Line 7 was first established at right angles 
to the south edge of the field and point A-? placed onenalf grid 
interval (50 feet) north of the fence line. Lines F and C ware then 
established at right angles to Line 7' and their points chained and 
staked. Line 8 was then meawed and staked parallel ta Line 7. 
The adjacent Lines 7 and 8 were arbitrarily selected since they are 
near the center of the field. 

At this stage, there were two rows of stakes in both directions 
across the field. Since the work was carefully done, the remain%ng I 
stakes were placed by eye tith sufficfent accuracy. Thus, F& was 
placed in line with F-6 and G-6 and F-7 and F&3; E-5 with F-5 and 
E-5 and F+6? E-7 and E-8; etc. 

Elevations of sJJ. points were then determined and plotted as shown 
in figure l&L 



R M. SPK. IN FFNCE POST k--M IEEKER LATERAL TURNOUT 

B 6 B-96-6-96- %97- F-97- 0”96-~9=96%-96--8-Qg9-96-8-96-.8-96-e-96-9; 

A 95-9~6--0-96--0-95-~~96-~~96-~1-96-~’95-8~6-~0-96-0-96~-1-96--0-Q6-1~96-0’ 

” 

B.M.,SPK. IN FENCE POST 

TURNOUT(N+l8)(7+25) EL. IO5.50 (WATER SURFACE) 

B.M., (Nt23) (3t32) 105.71 JOHN”J. bOE 
B-M, (A-50) (8t68) 95.46 S.W.S.E. SEC.7 T-8-N.,R-15-W. 
CULVERT (A-68) (lt62) 94.73 AUG. 26,1956 
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F-7 -‘! I 

SCALE 

Figure 12-la--Grid map for land leveli@!. 
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Genera, 
There are four basic methods and a great many variations of each 
method of Land-leveling design in common useI These basic methods 
are: 

1. The plane method, 
2. The profile method. 
3. The plan-inspection method. 
4. The contour-adjustment method. 

Each of these has some advantages and disadvantages, but when 
intelligently used, all will provide satisfactory results. 

The Plane,Methoq. 

The plane method is so called because the resulting land surface has 
a uniform downfield slope and a uniform cross slope. Thus, n tme 
plane surface results. It is a very useful method for developing 
Class Al, A2, and l3l surface relief and is widely used. 

The centroid of the area is first found, and a plane is passed 
through that point at an elevatioh equal to the average elevation of 
the field. When this is done, regardless of the slope of the plane, 
the volume of excavation equals the volume of fzLl1. Since, as will 
be discussed later, more excavation than fill is necessary, the plane 
is lowered sufficiently to provide a proper balance, 

The procedure for the design of land leveling by the plane mathcd 
follows: 

Subdivide the field into subareas .-The topography of many fields 
is such that they cannot be economically leveled to a single plane. 
Here, divide the field into parts, each of which can be developed 
to a plane surface. In making these subdivisions, keep in mind that 
the quality of the leveling job may be inadequate if the subareas do 
not match with the proposed ditch or wateIcsupply locations. A 
study of the irrigation plan, the topographic map, and down-field 
profiles will assist the engineer in properly locating the sub- 
division boundaries. 

IFigure 1&2 is an ~XBB&~ of a field that has been broken into three 
subareas for leveling. 
both used as a guide. 

Here, the profiles and topographic map were 
Each subarea is then considered as a separate 

field except that the common boundaries of the subareas are integrated 
into the design of the adjacent subarea. 



i 
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SUBAREA 2 

MAP OF FIELD 



Locate the centroid .-The centroid of s rectangular 
at the fntersection of its diagonals. The centroid 
field is located at the intersection of lines draun 
to the midpolnts of the opposite sides. 

field is located 
of a triangular 
from its corners 

Irregular fields may be didded into triangles and rectangles or 
into rectangles alone, and the distance to the centroid of the field 
from any line of reference is equal to the sum of the products 
obtained by multiplying the area of each part Umes the distance 
from the line of reference to its centroid, divided by the area of 
the entire field. By computing the distance to the centroid from 
two lines of reference at right angles to each other, the exact 
point of the centroid can be determined. 

The centroid can slso be located with sufficient accuracy by assuming 
that each stake (ignoring "plus stakes") in the field represents the 
same area. Figure 12-3 shows how the centroid can be located in this 
manner* 

Assuming a line of reference 100 feet south of line A, the number of 
stakes in each line multiplied by the distance (in stations) from 
the reference line is: 

No, of 
L!im ilistaa ptakeg Pxoduct 

F: 5 stations 25 
D 4 2 zs 
C 7 .2l 
B ; 
A 1 :: 2 

Total 32 91 

The distance of the centroid from -the reference line is then found 
by dividing the sum of the products by the total number of stakes 
or 

$--= 2.a stations or 284 feet 

The centroid is, therefom, 284 feet from the reference line, or 8r, 
feet north of line B, 

Another line of reference was assumed to be 100 feet west of line 1 
and the location of the centroid in an east-west direction computed 
the same way. With the two dimensions, the point was located at 
(a+%) and (3Y5). 



I 

SUM OF ELEVATIONS 2827.7 

NO. OF POINTS 32 

AVERAGE ELEVATlnN FIR37 

E-j-88.4-88.2-88*2-87.9-8??+a,=e& 

t 1 C~88.7-88~9-88.6-88;3-88;n--R?:F;-nt:A .ik- 

14 1 B-/-89-2-- 89*4-89;2-86:7 f_hh--R 

I 7 7 IA--89-4-89~6-89:2-88&-88~2-87~9-8?18~~~ 

91 I I 
I I I 

I 2 3 4 7 5 6 7 

4 ALINE OFREFERENCE - 

ROW NO. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL 
NO STAKES 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 32 

tOTAL -32 

2!.= 
32 2.8 

PRODUCT 5 IO I5 20 25 24 21 120 

120 120 -= 3.?5 -= 3.?5 32 32 

Figure 12-3 Figure 12-3 w--I;ocaticm df the centmid of ;P field. w--I;oc&icm df the centmid of ;P field. 
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If the field is nearly rectmgulsr, such as shown on figwe P%4Y 
the centroid is located at the intersection of the diagonals or 
at coordinate (G+OO) (7+50). 

Detetine the average elevation of the field*-Obtain the average 
elevation of the field by adding the elevations at all the grid 
corners in the field and dividing the sum by the number of points. 
Thus, for figure 12-J the total of the 32 elevations on the grid 
corners is 2,827.7. The average elevation is 

2By = 88.37 

Any plane passing through the centroid at this elevation will 
produce equal volumes of cut and fill. Similarly, in the example 
on figure 12-4 the sum of the elevations of the 182 grid points 
on the field is 18,27l.3 so the average elevation is 

Compute the slope of the plane of best fit.--OrnAt this computation 
if it ia obvious from the topography that the plane of best fit 
will not meet leveling criteria. 

With grid points at 100-foot centare it can be shown that the slope 
of the plane of best fit on a rectaxxular area is expressed by the 

= C tD,$) - (8) (H) 
B 

w 
C (D ",' - (A) (H) 

B 





where D = distance ~II stations from the y ax&~. 
X 

a 
Y 

= diistande in stations from the x axis, 

H = mum of the elevations at all grid points, 

H 
x 

2 am of the elevations in an x direction along a grid llne, 

H 
Y 

= sum of the elevations in a y direction alonl; a grid line, 

Mx 
= slope of the plane l.n the x direction, 

I¶ 
Y 

= slop af the plane in the y direction. 

A = constanta taken from table U-2. 

B = constants taken from table l2-2r 

If grid 
b$ m 

ointa are at other than LOO-foot venters, Lhe slopes M and 
de ? ermined by the precedA.ng formula muat be corrected as x follows: 

Corrected s = - 
Spacing of grid points Fn x direction 

150 -!K 

Spacing of grid potits irr 51 direction 
Corrected = 

3 
M 

100 P 

An example of this calculation ia shown in figure U-1*. 

1, The swns of the elevations on each line were computed thus 
on the N line, 

Hx = l&,5 * 104.3 + 104.1 + 104.2 * X3&,7 
* 105.0 * lO5.1 * 105.0 * 104.9 +KI4.s 
+ 104,9 * 1oy.o + lo&g + 105.u = 1,466*4 

Similtwly on the fi line, 

H = m4,7 * 103.9 * 103.3 + 102.6 + 101.9 
g * 101,2 + 100.5 + 99,8 * 99.3 * 98.7 

+ 98.0 + 97.1 + 96.0 = 1,307.O 

2. The value of H was computed by adding all the vEiLues of 
yc* This sum was 18,271.3, As a check, the valuea of H 
were added and tzle same total obtained, Y 

3. The location of the x and y axe8 ware assumed. fn this 
problem the x axis was placed one at&ion north of line N 
and the y axis was placed one station west of line 1, 

4. Values of D and Dx were tabulated. 
one stationy from 

Since the N line is 
the x axis, the value of Dy for the N 

5. 
line is 1; similarly, Do for the M is 2; etc. 
The products of (Vy) and @yDxj for each line *Fe 

computed andtabulatedaa shown, 



_Table 122.--Co&ants for deteg&&im of plane of best fit, 
NUMBER OF STATIONS IN THE DIRECTION SLOPE OF BEST FIT Is BEING DETEWED 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

VALUES OF A 

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 a.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13. 0 13.5 

1 0.5 2 5 10 17.5 28 42 60 82.5 110 

2 I.0 4 10 20 35 56 84 I20 165 220 

VALUES OF B 

9.01 36 1 90 1 180 [ 315 I jO4 1 756 
I I  

! 9.5 95 190 

; 
; 20 10.0 40 100 200 

; 21 10.5 42 105 210 

z 

c 19 38 

22 11.0 44 110 220 

9 23 L1.5 46 115 230 

: 24 12.0 48 120 240 

25 12.5 50 125 250 437.5 700 1050 1500 2062.5 2750 

26 13.0 52 130 260 455 728 1092 1560 2145 2860 

143 la2 227.5 280 340 408 484.5 570 665 770 885.5 1012 1150 1300 1462.5 

286 364 455 560 680 816 969 1140 1330 1540 1771 2024 2300 2600 2925 

429 546 682.5 a40 1020 t22+ 1453.5 1710 1995 2310 2656.51 3036 3450 4387.5 3900 

572 728 910 1120 1360 1632 1938 2280 2660 3080 3542 1 -GO48 %OO SZOO 5850 

715 910 1137.5 1400 1700 2040 2422.5 2850 3325 3850 4427.5 5060 5750 6500 7312.5 

858 1092 1365 IbBO 2040 2448 2907 3420 3990 4620 5313 6072 6900 7800 a775 

ioaI 1274 1592. j 1960 2380 2856 3391,5 3990 4655 5390 6198.5 708: a050 9100 10237.5’ 

1144 1456 la20 2240 ! 2720 3264 3876 4560 5320 6160 7084 j 8096 10400 11700 9200 : 

1287 1638 2047.5 2520 3060 3672 4360.5 5130 6930 7969.5 13162. 5. 5985 9108 10330 11700 

1430 1820 2275 2aoc 3400 4080 4845 5700 6650 7700 0855 IO120 11500 13000 l&625 

1373 7.002 2502.5 3080 3740 4488' 5329.5 6270 7315 8470 9740.5 11132 [Lb50 14300 L6087.5 

1716 2184 2730 3360 4080 4896 5814 6640 7980 9240 10626 12144 I3800 15600 17550 

1859 2366 2957.5 3640 4420 5304 6298.5 7410 06 45 10010 11511.5 13136 14950 ’ 16900 5 19012. 

2002 2548 3185 3920 4760 5712 6703 7980 9310 10780 12397 14168 lb100 I L8200 20475 I 

2145 2730 3412.5 4200 5100 6120 7267.5 8550 11550 15180 9975 13282.5 17250 19500 21937.5 

228s 2912 3640 4480 5440 6526 7752 9120 10640 I2320 14168 16192 16400 20800 23400 

2431 3094 3867.5 4760 5780 6936 8236.5 9690 11305 13090 15053.5 17204 24862, 19550 22100 5 

2574 3276 4095 5040 6120 7344 a721 10260 13860 la216 26325 11970 15939 23700 23400 

2717 3458 4322.515320 6460 7752 9205.5 10830 12635 14630 16824. 3 21850 24700 27787. S 19228 

2860 3640 4550 5600 6800 8160 9690 11400 13300 15400 17710 20240 23000 26000 29250 

3003 3822 4777.5 5880 7140 8568 10174.5 11970 13965 16170 18595.5 2125.2 24150 27300 30712.5 

31% 4004 5005 6160 7480 8976 10659 1254a 14630 16940 19481 22264 25300 la600 32175 

32 09 4186 5232.5 6440 7820 9384 11143.5 13110 15295 17710 20366.5 23276 26450 29900 33637.5 

3432 4368 5460 6720 8160 9702 11628 13680 15960 27600 18480 21252 24288 31200 35100 

3575 14550 I5667,5~7000 185001UL0011211Z.i1141507.LL137.25300L875092500)6562.9 

3718 4732 5915 7280 884 10608 12597 14820 17290 20020 23023 26312 299OB 33800 38025 



The sum of the products ) were obtained; this value 
is x (HxDy). c (HyDx) was so computed. 

6. 

7. Values of A and B were taken from table U-2, Thus, for 
the slope by the direction of the y &a, the number of 
stations along the p sxls is 13, and this value was found 
on the horizontal column at the top of the table. Directly 
below, A was found to be 7.0. Since the number of stations 
slang the x axis is l.4, going down the same column to a point 
opposite l4 on the left side, the value or B was found to 
be 2548, Similarly, for the slops in the direction of the 
x axis, A is found to be 7.5 and B equals 2957.5. 

8, These figures are substituted in the equation, and 

MS= -0.706 percent 

%= 0.020 percent 

Note that My is negative* That means that the elevation 
of the plane reaches a lower elevation as the distance from 
the x axis increases. Since 

P 
is positive, the plane of 

best fit rises to the right. t slso should be noted that 
since th? units of distance (Dx and D ) were in stations, 
the result is in feet per station or %e rcent slope. 

Detetine the elevation of the plane at the centroid.-Any plane 
passing through the centroid at the average elevation as previously 
determined will produce equal volumes of excavation and embankment. 
However, as explained in more detail in Earthwork Balance, it is 
necessary to have a larger volume of cut than fill to obtain a balance'- 
Attain this by lowering the whole field a few hundredths of a foot. 
This till increase the amount of excavation and reduce the fill required& 

The field in figure 1% has an average elevation of 100.39. To 
provide extra excavation the whole field is lowered 0.04 foot or to 
elevation 100-35 at the centroid. 

It often is desirable to provide for borrow from a field to construct 
farm roads or elevated ditches or to waste spoil from a drain on a 
field. In these instances* the elevation of the centroid may be further 
raised or lowered a8 compu$ed by the following fmnuJ.a: 

where 

H 2 the adjustment necessary in feet (Positive when earth is 
to be brought onto the fill and negative when earth is 
removed) 

v= the volume of borrow or waste in cubic yards 

A' the area of the field in square feet 
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Had it been necessary to borrow 600 cubic yards from the field on 
figure 12&, the following computation would have been made: 

A = Average length of field,x aVerage width of field 
= 1,373 x 1,275 = 19750,575 square feat. 

H = 27 = 0.01 
1,750,575 

Average elevation of field 
Less shrinkage 
Less borrow 

Design elevation of centroid zs% * 

Compute the elevation for each grid point .-With the elevation of the 
centroid khown and the downfield grade and cros8 slope selected, compute 
the elevation of each grid point. 

In figure 12-5 the same field shown in figure 1215 and figure I&,& 
has been designed for leveling to the plane of best fit without either 
borrow or waste. 

The following is known: 

Location of centroid NW (7*x)) 
Elevation of centroid 100.35 
Downfield slope -0,706 percent 
Crosn slope q-020 percent 

The elevation of point (G+OO) (Ek+GO) is then 

100.35 * l/2 (0*02) =100t36 

and the elevation of all other grid points on line G can be computed 
by adding or subtracting 0.02 for each grid point to the right or left 
raspeotively. 

The elevationa of line H can then be obtained by adding 0.706 foot to 
the proposed elevations on line G. Similarly, all of the elevations are 
determined. 

Compute the cuts and fills .-The desired cut or fffl can be computed from 
a comparison of the original and the proposed elevations, Although the 
proposed elevations are carried to hundredths of a foot, round the cuts 
or fflls to the nearest tenth or half tenth. 
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The calculations can be checked by determining the variation per stake. 
This variation should be less than 0,005 foot since the proposed ele- 
vations were rounded to the nearest hundredth foot. To do this, the 
cuts and fills on the computed points are separately summed and the 
difference between the two compared with the product of the shrinkage 
adjustment and the number of stakes. Thus 

Sm of the cuts 
Sum of the fills 
Difference 

No+ of stakes = 13 x 14. = 182 
Shrinkage adjustment = 182 x 0.0f+8 = 7.28 

Total variation = 7.28 - 6.5 = 0.78 

Variation per stake = 0,78b82 = 0.0043 

Since the variation per stake is less than 0.005, it is probable that 
the calculations sre correct. Note that in the above example, the cuts 
and fills are & weighted for the area they represent as is done for 
the determination of the earthwork balance. Then check the earthwork 
balance as described in the section on Earthwork Calculation and 
make final adjustments to obtain the correct cut/fill ratio. 

The F'rofjla Method. 
The profile method is so cslled because the designer works with 
profIles of the gr%d 1ineS rather than with elevations as plotted on 
a map. It is especially well adapted to leveling design for very flat 
lands or land with undulating topography on which it is desired to 
develop a surface relief of Class B2, GL or C2. 

There are many variations of the proffle method, but essentially it 
consists of a trisl and error method of adjusting grades on plotted 
profiles until the irrigation criteria are met and an earthwork balance 
is attained. Many workers find it relatively easy to select grades 
on a profile that will provide balanced cut end fill with reasonably 
short-haul distance and so the method i's widely used. 

Plot the profiles ,-The profiles are commonly plotted in one direction 
and the individual profiles so located on the paper Xhat the datum 
line for each profile is horizontally located,in the correct position 
with the datum lines of adjacent profile. JTigure32.6 is an examfle 
of the same field shown in figure12.1 plotted in this! manner. It 
should be noted that the distance between the datum lines of line A 
and line B is identical with the distance between line 1 and line 2 on 
the A profile. 
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Figure 12,6was plotted with the ppofiles across the slope* Some 
workers prefer to plot the profiles down the slope. F&ure l2:7 is 
the same field with a down-field plot. Either method is satisfactory. 

It sometimes is helpful. to plot profiles in both directions, and it is 
quite common to plot at least a few key profiles in the opposite 
direction from the radar plot. These profiles often are drawn on 
the same sheet directly over but at right angles to the principal plot* 

Another variation of plotting is the "two my plot" as shown on figure 
l24. The advantage of thla method is that it provides a three- 
dimensional picture of the land surface, which is sometimes useful to 
those who are infrequently called upon for land-leveling design. In 
this method of p;lotting, the datum elevation is below the lowest elevation 
of the field, and each point is plotted both above the datum and to the 
right of the point of reference. All of the diagonals sre 45 degrees. 
The "two way plot" cannot conveniently be used on fields with 
considerable differences in elevation, 

Establish trial gradelines ~-Trial gradelines are established on each 
profile based on the irrigation plan and the leveling criteria, On 
figures l&6 and 124 it was decided to carry ditches to both the left 
and right from the turnout and to supply a croaa ditch on the G line by 
carrying the water down the right aide of the field. The water surface 
at the turnout is EL 105.5, and the field at that point should be at 
least 0,5 foot lower. Because of drainage requirements, it was further 
decided that the A line should have a alight grade downward to the left. 
Drainage criteria for the area should be consulted to determine the 
mtcdmum and minimum allowable grades for surface drains. 

Aa an example, in figure l&6, trial gradelines were first placed on 
the control lines, N, G, and A, and then a balance between cut and fill 
was approxtited by eJrs by matitaining the propel' ratio between the area 
of cut snd the area of fill. 

Trial gradelines wara then @Lotted on the other pTofKles* A smooth 
transition in croaa slope was maintained by msking the rate of change of 
cross slq.pe between profiles equal. 

I!&mine the grades between vofiles.-The profiles should then be 
examined as to the relative elevationa of one to another. Do thiti by 
plotting the elevations of the trial gradelines in the opposite direction 
to the original plot; Le., if the original plot was cuss-field, plot 
the elevations from the trial gradelines down field or vice versa. 

Y 
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Examine this cross profile and if the grade is not uniform to a 
point where it meets the criteria, draw a revised line. Transfer 
the elevations from this revised line back to the original profiles 
and move the gradelines upward or downward as required. 

Some workers prefer to adjust the trkal gradelines by inspection 
instead of plotting a ~~03s profile. This is easily done but 
remember that the total amount the trial gradelines are moved upward 
must be equaled by the total amount the other lines are moved down- 
ward. 

This latter procedure was used on figure 12-6, The difference 
2n elevations between adjacent trial gradelines on line 7 was noted, 
and adjustments were made to make this difference nearly constant* 
The final gradelines as shown were then drawn. 

Regardless of the method, usually several trials are neeessmy before 
a satisfactory set of gradelines are developed. 

Compute the cuts and fills *-3&n an inspection of the original and 
proposed profiles, the cut or fill at each grid point can lo determined, 

Compute the balance between cut and fill using the summation method 
as described in Earthwork Calowlations. If the balance is not 
satisfactory, make further adjustment to the profiles urALi the proper 
balance is obtained. 

The Flan-Insfsection Method, 
The plan-inspection method is one of the most widely used methods for 
developing lands to other than Class A or B surface relief. It is 
similar to the profile method in that it is a trial and error method. 

Because of many factors which must be simultaneously considered, it 
requires considerable judgment to produce a satisfactory land surface 
without excessive cost. it is, however, widely used by experienced 
personnel in those areas where land leveling is a major practice. 
It is especially adapted for use on rolling lands or on fields where 
It is necessary to use warped surfaces* 

In the plan inspection method, the survey data are platted in the form 
shown in figure 12.1. Down-field and cross-slope limitations are 
determined, and by trial and error, proposed elevations are selected 
which will meet these limitations, In selecting elevations, the 
designer must simultaneously consider down-field slope, cross slope, 
earthwork balance, and haul distance. 



Figure I&9 is an example of the use of this method. In developing 
the design on this field, the following limitations were assumed: 

Maximum cross slope is 0.1 foot per station and may be 
variable. 
MEudnmun down-field slope is 1.0 foot per station. 
Down-field slopes may be variable, but on convex slopes 
madman grade may not exceed twice the minimum grade; on 
concave slopes maximum grades may not exceed 1.5 times the 
mlnimutn grade; undulating slopes are not patissible. 
The ratio between cut and fKU shall be 1.5 2 0.05, 

Other considerations which affected the design were: 

The length of run will be broken on the G line with an 
additional ditch, 
Because of edsting structures the supply lateral will be 
on the west side. 
Surface drainage to the road culvert is desired without 
revease flow in the drain* 
The soil will permit a maximum excavation of l+O foot. 

In developing this plan, elevations we= first tentatively selected 
for the N line so that a ditch could be run in both directions from the 
turnout. The designer also examined the elevation of the water surface, 
which was given on figure 12-l as 105.5, to be sure that the selected 
high point was not too high to receive service, Usually a minimum head 
of 0.5 foot is required for irrigation from ditches. Therefore the 
elevation of N-7 and Nr8 could not exceed 105.0. 

Tentative elevations were then assigned to the G line to be sure that 
the ditch to be located on that line would have the proper fall, 
Smlarly, elevations were assigned to the A line to assure drainage. 

With the N, G, and A 13nes serving as controls, elevations for inter- 
mediate points were selected by inspection keeping the design criteria 
in mind. To assure an earthwork belance, a running total of the sum of 
the tenths cut and tenths fill on each line were carried on the right 
side of the sheet. Lines N, G, and A, as well as intermediate points, 
were adjusted upward or downward as necessary to provide an earthwork 
balance. The designer slso considered the borrow that would be required 
to build a permanent fm lateral on the north end of the field and the 
excavation that would be produced by the drain on the south. 

By triu and error, adjustments were made till the plan on figure 12+ 
evolved* This plan satisfies al.1 the es*lablished criteria. The surface 
relief as.developed is Class Gl. 
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The ContourLAd iustment Method, 
Dasically, the contour-adjustment method of land leveling consists of a 
trial and error adjustment of the contour lines on a plan map. Cuts 
and fills are then determined by a comparison of the original and proposed 
contours. 

The contour-adjustment method is a convenient method to use on fields 
where the cross slope cm be made uniform across the field, It is 
especially adapted to those conditions when the leveling is accomplished 
over a period of time and when stakes cannot be maintained in the field. 

It SS also usef'ul in leveling lands to be irrigated by contour methods, 
in leveling between terraces, or in removing extreme ridges or swales 
from steep lands which are being irrigated by the contour-ditch method, 

The contour-adjustment method demands considerable judgment on the part 
of the designer to keep earth volumes and haul to a minimum. Like 
the profile method and plan-inspection m&hod, 3uccess in its use is 
dependent upon the ability of the designer to recognize the relative 
importance of all the factors involved and to select a solution which 
satisfies the criteria and requires the least earthwork, 

A requirement of this system is an accurate contour map of the area 
to be leveled. This need not necessarily be made with a grid-type 
survey but adequate ties and bench marks must have been located so that 
any point on the map can be located in the field through either vertical 
or horizontal control. 

Figure 12-70 is an example of this method of leveling. In this field, 
the following limitations trere assumed: 

1. The maximum cross slope is to be 0,3 foot per station. 
2. Down-field slopes are to be "fairly uniform" as defined 

in table 12-1. 

;2: 
The soils are deep and cuts up to 2.0 feet are permissible. 
The field is to be irrigated from field ditches. 

In developing this plan, it was obvious that the direction of irrigation 
should be from north to south. It was also apparent that the use of the 
maximum allowable cross slope would permit design with minimum earthwork 
quantities. 

The location of the water supply at the northeast corner of the field 
requires that fall be provided to the west for the irrigation ditch elong 
the north edge of the field. To provide this, the contour lines on the 
upper edge of the field were run in a north westerly direction. Like- 
wise since it was not planned to change the natural drainage outlet for 
the field, the contours were arranged along the south line to provide 
drainage to the outlet. 

c 
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Trial contours were then ILocatede It was convenfent to use an 0veP- 
lay on the original map for this purpose. In locating these trial 
contours, the area between the proposed and actual contours that repre- 
sented excavation was made slightly greater than the area that repre- 
sented fill. A sufficient number of contours were drawn to keep them 
less than 100 feet apart, It should be noted that on the example shown 
in figure 12-10 the final contoura are straight lines, but on many fields, 
the finished contours may be curves. 

Lines of equal cut or equal fill were then dr&wh through the intar- 
sections of the proposed and actual contours. Tha vqluraes of earthwork 
were computed by the horizontal-plane method later described in'the 
section on Earthwork Calculations. 

As expected, the first trial did not meet the aatabliahed criteria nor 
have the proper ratio between excavation and fill. Qn a new overlay 
corrections were made, moving the'proposed contours to the north to 
obtain additional, or to the south to reduce:, the excavation. CaE9 
was also taken to keep the spacing between the proposed contours ~mlform 
or increasing in one direction only, 

After several trisls, the plan aa shown on figure ~~~~ evolved. It 
meets the limitations established. The surface relief as developed is 
Class Cl. 

Since this design was accomplished without the benefit of a grZd survegrjs 
it was necessary to utilize horizontal control to stake the fi.eld. 
Measurements were made along the side9 of the field, locating the position 
of the proposed contours as scaled from the map. The points of deflection 
of the contour lines were aimilarlly located by measuring from the field 
boundaries. From these points, the proposed contour lines were staked 
at 100-foot intervals. Levels were then run at these points and the cut 
or fill computed. 

If the leveling is to be accomplished in progressive stages, permanent 
markers can be established along field boundaries and the proposed 
contour lines can be eaafly re-established at any time. 

Some engineers prefer to use the contour-adjustment method even when a 
grid survey is available. Here, the procedure for obtaining the proposed 
finished surface is identicsl with that described but the elevation at 
each grid point is determined by interpolation between contours* The 
cut and fill at each grid point ia determined by comparison between the 
original and proposad elevations, and earthwork volumes are computed by 
any convenient method. 
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When lauds are stiap and the surface is to be smoothed for irri- 
gation by the contourc-ditch or contour-furrow methods, the use of a 
grid survey and the contour-adjustment method is convenient,. Irregu- 
larities in the contours can be smoothed on the map and the proposed 
elevation3 of the grid points determined by interpolation between 
contours. The summation method of computing earthwork volumes is 
commonly used since higher precision is seJ.dom warranted, 

E&Miwork CaLculationq 

&&hwork Volu~s 
The exact method (;f computing the volume of earthwork iv, land leveling 
makes use of the prismoidal formula 

vham 
v = L/6 (Al + 4 pm * Aa) 

V = Volume in cubic feet. 

L = Perpendicular d&stance between end planes in feet, 

Al = Area of one end plane in square feet, 

A2 = Area of other end plane in square feet, 

AfR 2: Area in middle section parallel to end planes in 
feet. 

The use of this formula is laborious, and approximate methods 
commonly used. 

The fowpoint method *-The fou+point method is based on the 

v, = Volume of cut in cubic yards. 

square 

Vf = Volume of fill in cubic yards, 

L = Grid spacing in feet. 

He z Sum of cuts on few corners of a grid square in feet. 

Hf = Sum of fills on four corners of a grid square in feet, 
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Ua3ng the foMa, the volume of cut and'fill; %n each grid square 
cam be ascertained and the totals for the field obtained. Table X2-3 
provides a rap$d method for detetining the excavation and fill in a 
lOO-foot grid square. Let us examine the following grid: 

I I 

H -FO.2 co z- 
1 

4 5 

The sum of the cuts are 0.4 and the sum of the fills me 0.3 Since the 
square is 100 feet to a side, the volume of earthwork as given by 
table 12-3 is 

Excavation 2l,2 cubic yamAs 

FKU 11.9 cubic yards 

The following methods have been found satisfactory for computing the 
volumes in other than square grids. For grids with four corners as 

Area grid = 35 ; 55 x 100 = 4,500 feet. square 

Area in 100 SC 100 pid = 10,000 square feet. 

From table 12-3 for a 100 x 100 grid, 

Cut = 59.3 cubic yards and fkll = 3.7 cubIc'yards. 

For the reduced grid 

Excavation = 59.3 x -@go = 26.7 cubic yards. 

Fill = 3*7 x ,4,m 
10,000 

=1.7 cubic yards 
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Correct use of the four-point method requires that the cut or fLlL be 
known at the outside edges of the field. In pactice, however, stakes 
are seldom placed in the fence lines and us~ILly it is satisfactory to 
assump that the cut in the fence line is identical with that of the 
nearest stake. 
used. 

Where abnormal condftinns exist, plus stakes should be 
For the grid (0+30-l) (H-J) on figure 12-5, the following calcu- 

lation was made: 

J--&co I - 
(ASSUMED) 

Area in grid = 30 x 100 " 3,000 square feet, 

From t,able U-3 

I:: 9.3 cubic ysrds. 
F= 9.3 cubic yards. 

Corrected = liaz X 9.3 = 2.8 cubic yards 
J 

Corrected = liaz x 9.3 = 2.8 cubir: yards 
J 

C C = 2.8 = 2.8 
F = 2,8 F = 2,8 

Fm a triangulm area the sum of the three comers cm be taken and the Fm a triangulm area the sum of the three comers cm be taken and the 
values in the table reduced to two-thirds. values in the table reduced to two-thirds. ThUS, ThUS, 

I 
-CO.I FO.2 - 

\ 

-I 

3.mY of cuts = 0.4 
sum of fills = 0.2 
From table 12-3, C = 2$.7 and F = 6,2 
Excavation = 2,'3 x 24.7 =X.5 cubic yards 
El1 = 2/3 x 6+2 = 4.1 cubic yards, 
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When triangular e~eas not 100 feet on each side are encountered, the 
volumes may be determined by fur,ther rt 
proportion to the product of the length Df 1 

educing the tBbular values in 
2-i~ sides 

--co+ --I- \-Foiz-l- \ I r:. 

\I 

u, 

b 

co.3 -IL 

I-I 

50’ 

sum of cuts = 0*4 
sum of fills = 0.2 

mcav&ion = 50 x 75 x 2/3 x 2L.7 = 62 cubic yards 
100 x 100 

~311 = 50 x 75 x 2/3 x b/2 = I,5 cubic yards 
100 x 100 

The fou?-point method is rapfd and gives an accuracy comparable to 
the accuracy of the original surrey. 

The end-area method+- The end-area method is based on the formula 

v ,L (Al + A2) 
54 

V = Volume of out (or fill) in cubic yards. 

L = Distance between end areas in feet. 

Al= Area of cut (or fill) at one end fn square feet. 

A2= Area of cut (or fill) at other end in square feet. 

The total areas (end area) of cut and of fill for each line In one 
direction, (I.e., A, 13, C. D, etc., or 1, 2, 3, 4$ etc.) are computed 
from the profile or taken directly from the plan. Thus, for the field 
shown in figure 126 
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c/f c/f = 1*49 = 1*49 

--srY * l 

4,2OG 

20,7QO 

45,200 

39f600 

37,000 

MQo 

0 

5,700 

22,700 

17,000 

000. 
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The horizontaLplane method. -The horiaontLl-plane method is the end 
area method adapted to land areab Instead of areaer from CFOBB aections. 
It is eapeclally adapted fop uae when the contour-adju&nent method of 
land leveling is utilized and on fields where there are heavy cuts and 
fills. It is based on the formula 

v = 
H (Al + A$ 

54 

mere 
v = Volume of cut (or fLll) between areas in cubic yards* 

Al' Area of cut (or fill) Cl in square feet, 

A2= Area of cut (of fill) C2 in square feet, 

H = Difference between 5 and C2 in feet. 

The adcuxacp of this method is best when values of ti are small - iti Bhh 
0.1 to 0.2 foot. H values a~ high as 0.5 foot are useful only for 
obtaining approximate quantities. 

As shown on figure 12-10, lines of equal cut and equal fill wem drawn 
on the map and the area8 of each measured with a planimeter. Areas 
are expressed in @are feat. The volume of excavation and fKtl on 
this field can then be computed as follows: 

Cut or Fill Area Sum Area Product Volume 
L H Ge Feet Cu. Yards 

Feet 
CUT 

.o.o 189,100 
0.5 220,ooo 110, ooo 2,037 

l 5 30,900 
.5 33,000 16,500 306 

l*O 2,100 
.5 2,300 1,150 21 

1.5 200 
.4 200 80 2 

I.9 0 
Total 2,366 

,, ,,, 
0.0 170,900 

.5 180,400 90,200 1,670 
-5 9,500 

4 9,5m 3,800 70 
.9 0 

Total 1,740 

Ratio cut to fill 3 2,366/1,7&O = 1,36 
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The summation method .--The summation method assumes that a given cut or 
fill on a stake represents an area ti.dway to the next stake or on a 
LOO-foot grid, 10,000 square feet. On this basis every foot of cut 
would Involve a volume of 

3/27 (100 x 100 x LO) = 370 cubic yards 

This method is the least accurate of those shown. In those grid squares 
where cut changes to fU.1, the method gives values considerably greater 
than the true value. For that reason, it cannot be recommended for use 
except to obtain quick estimates of earthwork balance. 

In using this method, the sum of all the cuts or fills in feet is 
determined and the total multiplied by 370 to obtain the yardage* If 
the Venths" of cut or fill are added, the total is multiplied by 37.0, 
Points on the edge of a field are discounted in proportion to the area 
they represent. For example, the K line on figure 12-5 could be totaled 
as follows: 

EC = 0.2 + 0.4 + 0,3 = 0.9 

ZF = (0.8 x 
0.2 + 

0.1) + 0,l f 0.8 + 0.2 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 + 
0.2 + 0.2 + (0.8 x 0.1) = 2.26 

represented by the area 50 feet on eithqr side The volumes of earthwork 
of this line are: 

Cut = 0.90 x 370 = 33.3 cubic yards 
Fill = 2.26 x 370 = 836+2 cubic yards 

In the field shown on figure 12-9 the total cuts in the field adaed up 
to 19,4 feet and the fills to 13.3 feet. This would give a volume of 

Cut = 19*4 x 370 = 7,178 cubic yards 
Fill = 13.3 x 370 = 4,921 cubic yards 

Comparison of methods *-To give an idea of the relative accuracy of these 
methods of computing earthwork, the field in figure 12-11 was computed 
by several methods with the following results: 

Method 

Pr*ismoidal 
Four Point 
End Area 
Summation 

6,732-g 4,474.7 1.50 
$737.0 
7,015 %:'3 Z 
7,256 5:051 1.44 
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A comparison was also made for figure 12-10. To obtain cut and fill 
quantities to serve as a hasir for the four-point and summation methods, 
grid points were established oil lOO-foot intervals, The original and 
proposed elevation of each grid point was assumed by interpolation 
between the contour lines. The following results were obtained: 

Method -cw C/F 

Four point 2020 1252 1.61 
Horizontal Plane 2366 17650 1.36 
Smtion 2490 1"702 1,116 

Ewthwork BaJxmce~ 
In land-leveling design it IS essential. that sufficient excavation be 
provided to construct the designed fills. When there is just enough 
excavation to do this and neither borrow nor waste is rsqulred, the 
earthwork is said to be in balance, 

When a cubic yard of earth as measured in its original condition is 
loosened by excavation) its volume increases, This increase is known 
as t~swellH. When this same earth is placed in a fill and compactsd, 
its tolume decreases. The decrease as referred to the original volume 
is known as "shrinkage". Different soil materials have different proper- 
ties in this regard. Some of the reasons which have been advanced by 
various en$ineers for the apparent high shrinkage factor required for 
land leveling are: 

1. 

2, 

3. 

The bulk of materials moved in land leveling are top soils 
with a high organic content and relatively low original 
volume weight. 
The cut areas in the field are subjected to considerable 
compaction by the earth-moving equipment. Hence the yield 
from an area of cut is less than that calculated. 
In California Agr~cultursl Bxperiment Station Circular 438, 
Mr. James C. Marr states: rr. I * level ground surfaces 
between grade stakes appear to dip in the middle. To the 
extent that operators of the grading equipment sllow this 
optic&l illusion to influence their judgment, crowning 
between grade stakes will occur"* 

Shrinkage of soil is variously expressed, For example, if one cubic 
yard of excavation of common earth will make 0.80 cubic yard of fill, 
it may be stated: 

$ Ratio = C/F =,1.0/0.80 = 1.25 

Shrinkage factor = 1.0 - 0.80 g 0~25 or 25 percelnt 
0.80 

or 



Perhaps the most common approach in balancing earthwork is to vary the 
volumes of excavation and fill until the C/F ratio approaches a velue 
believed to be valid for the conditions encountered. Experience in an 
area usually furnishes the background for selecting a value which proves 
satisfactory, Shrinkage factors usually vary from 10 percent for 
heavy leveling on firm field surfacea to as high as 100 percent for 
leveling with very shallow cuts and fills. Generally, the factor 
will be between 15 and 60 percent. 

It is quite difficult to obtain more &Ah from an area which has 
been left a few hundredths high, but it is relatively simple to spread 
excess dirt and not exceed construction tolerances* For this reason, 
most equipment operators would prefer that the desig&shrinkaga 
factor be somewhat high. On the other hand, the use of a high factor 
by the designer results in a higher computed ysrdage of excavation, 
and if the leveling is done on a uniwrice basis, will result in a 
higher cost to the landowner* 

When the plane method of leveling is used, it is convenient to assume 
that the whole field surface will be lowered by a certain amount by 
the compaction from the earth-moving equipment, This lowering can 
range from as little as 0.02 or 0.03 foot for very compact soil8 to 
as high as 0.10 foot for very loose soils. In the example in 
figure 12.T9 lowering the plane 0.04 foot provided a C/F ratio of 
about 1.5. Lowering an additional hundredth would raise the C/F ratio 
to about 1.7 and raising it a hundredth would give a C/F ratio of 
about 1.3. With experience in an area) the amount that the plane 
needs to be lowered can be estimated as accurately as the C/F ratio 
required, and often, calculations to determine the earthwork volumes 
are omitted. 

Cut and fill stakes for construction purposes must be established to 
guide the equipment operator* When a-grid-tvos survey exists, mark 
the cuts or fills diractly on the original rzrid stakes. When the con- 
tour-adjustment method of design is used, set stakes as described in 
the description of the method and mark with the required cut or filly 

Most leveling is accomplished with tractor-drawn loading type scraper 
aquipn4nt. Tractors u&d are both crawler or rubber-tired wheel type 
and vary in size from small farm tractora to the largest heavy con- 
struction units. The variety of scrapers used is equally great since 
they must be chosen to match the power unit. Some of the points to 
consider in deciding how to do the job are as follows: 
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1. The time allowed to accomplish the work 

Land leveling must fit somewhere into the cropping sequence, and 
often the number of days that a field is open for such work is limited. 
Where the period ,is long, small equiment may be used, but when time is 
pressing, it is wise to select large earth-moving equipment that can do 
the job in a hurry. It is important that the time to do the work is not 
underestimated. 

2, The skill of the operator 

If the equipment operator has not had experience in land-leveling 
work, it probably is advantageous to utilize small equipment. The slow 
rate of construction progress allows him more time to size up his work 
and make decisions, Land leveling is essentislly a "finish gradir& 
operation, and many operators with considerable experience in rough 
grading are not trained to work to the close tolerances necessary. 

3. The haul distance 

When the earth is to be moved over a considerable distance, the 
time in moving becomes an important, segment of the cycle time, For 
long hauls, rubber-tired units usually will be best. When this equipment 
is used, it must have adequate power to load the scraper or be supple- 
mented tith pusher equipment. 

On occasional. jobs, the use of blade graders or auto patrols will be 
found useful. This is especially true for work in bench leveling where 
ridges sre to be thrown up. They are sometimes used for leveling the 
benches themselves but if the benches are wide enough that tractor and 
scraper unit3 can maneuver, the latter will usually be the most efficient. 

Construction Procedure. 
There are probably as many methods of approaching a land-leveling job 
as there are equipment operators and the following procedure is suggested 
as an example of how a job might be done: 

A map similar to that shown in figure 12,11 is convenient for studying 
the best approach. The north side of the area m-ght be considered as a 
logical starting point. To keep the haul distance to a minimum, it is 
important to construct the fills from the nearest excavation available. 
Excavation north of the M line could first be worked out by mating the 
dirt from %~a west edge of the cut area into the adjacent fill area 
until it waa complete and then by moving the balance of the cut south into 
the fill area between the K-L and 74.4 lines. As the excavation between 
the M-N lines was complete, the LrM area of cut could be opened and the 
fills in the L-M lane completed. Work progresses to the south completing 
each lane of cut bQfors moving out. The fill areas can also be p~igre88iVs- 
J-Y finished to-the south side* Since the earthwork balances, the 
last of the earth from the E&D lanes will be required to complete the 
fills in the A-B-C lanes. 
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FiguY@ 12-n .--Con~t~ction ~PZI for land leveling, 
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Some anginaer~ prefer to make a detailed study of construction map 
and prepare bahnca areas in which there 2s just sufficient excavation 
to make the required IILl.. In figure 12-11, the field has been sub- 
ditided into four areas in which the earthwork balances. These can 
be further broken down Into additionsl areas if one so desires, Each 
balance area is leveled as a unit insuring abort-haul dIstancea& 

In performing these operations, do not disturb the grid stakes. 31 
opening a lane, many operators prefer to first cut and fill a strip 
one scraper width wide adjacent to the stake line, After this is 
brought to the design elevation, work begins on the intermediate srea* 
With this method it is easier to carry the grade by eye laterally 
across the lane. By working at a slight diagonal, the areas between 
stakes can be almost completely worked out until. there remains only 
small "islands" around each grid stake. These are allowed to remain 
until the field has been checked. 

When fills more thsn 0,5 foot are encountered, build them in layers 
not over 6 inches in depth to avoid excessive settling. In some 
areas it is common practice to provide extra fill height of approti- 
mately 10 percent to compensate for settlement, 

When ridges are to be built as on the edges of contour benches, the 
volume of earth for the ridge should be available within a blade 
width of its finished location. Accomplish this by placing a small 
overfill on the edge of the bench. This extra fill should be one 
scraper width wide and one to three-tenths high depending upon the 
cross-sectional srea of the dike. The blade can then crowd it into 
position. Another method is to Leave a vertical bank between benches 
which is later sloped by throwing the dirt uphill and forming the dike. 

Preservation of Tonsofl, 
Under some soil conditions it may be specified that the topsoil from an 
area milst be stockpiled, the cuts overexcavated, and the topsoil replaced. 
The fill areas, too, must be stripped, tha fills partly made with the 
materials available, and the topsoll replaced. Since this involves 
moving some earth twice, it is an expensive procedure and should be 
carefully justified. 

When this operation is easentlal, first stockp'fie the topsoil from one 
lane on an area requiring little cut or fill. The cuts and fills in 
this lane should then be completed and the topsoil from the adjacent 
lane strippad and used for dressing the surface of the first lane. 
Then progressively across the field, move the topsoil to the adjacent 
lane as the leveling is completed until the last lane is dressed with 
the topsoil stockpKied from the first lane, 
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The "strip cut" method of land leveling is a modification wbj,ch par- 
tially preserves the topsoil. This is described by M. F,, Hoffman, 
United States Fkxreau of Reclamation of Minot, i$orth Dckcta. 

"The top SIX Inches, or the plow depth, of soil normally contains 
most of the stubble residue, plant roots and humus materide, 
Difficulties in traction, loading and unloading operations as% 
frequently encountered with this type of soil. 

These difficulties can be partially remedied by excavating alter- 
note strips at double the designed cut depths thus facilitating 
mpcity loading over shorter reaches. 

The nstrip excavated sotis' consist of R mixture of topsoil and 
the more compact subsoil which can be unloaded more uniformly and 
leveled more readily. 

Leveling of the remaining alternate strips can be partially 
accomplished by routing empty scrapers over the edges of the cut 
banks. The balance of tha leveling can be accomplished by 
diagonal operation of either a bulldozer or scrapers with the 
crowd gate in forward position,"" 

Construction Tolerance. 
Normally earthwork operations have a permissible tolerance of 2 Q,I foot, 
On flat slopes, however, it 18 usually necessary to make an additional 
restriction prohibiting reverse gradeer in the direction of irrigation. 
Normally it is iqractical to accomplish a high finish with scraper 
equipment, and where possible the use of large land floata or planea 
are recommended to eliminate minor irregularities, The scraper work 
should be accomplished to the degree that two trips over with the float 
equipment will produce the desired finished surface. 

The final check muat be made before the grid stake8 are removed, 011 
slopes exceeding 1 percent, it usually ia adequate to check the cuts 
and fills at each etake with a hand level, On flatter slopes, use a 
level and aecertain elevations adjacent to each point. Grade between 
stakes muat IXI uniform. Mark for correction the nonpedssible devia- 
tions from the prescribed grade, 

When the field haa bean approved, the mounda and dapresaiona left at 
the grid stakes am leveled to match the adjacent surfaae, 
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FYnishinq 
After the-earth moving has been comuleted, it is advisable to plane 
the surface to remove minor irreg&rities. ThAs is usually done 
by planing first at a 4%degree angle to the gridlInes and again 
at right angles to the first operation. 

Although a field may be leveled perfectly, sometimes after irri- 
gation water is applied areas til settle unequally. Where deep 
furrow crops are grown, it may be adv-lsable to Irrigate by the furrow 
method for a year following leveling and delay the planing until 
after the initial settlement has taken place. Perennial crops should 
not be planted until settlement has taken place and corrections made. 

MaintensncQ. 
A leveled field requires maintenance to preseme its surface. Erosion 
from wind or water or improper use of farm plows and tillage equipment 
can seriously change its irrigating characteristics. Farm equipment 
such as two-way plows and tandem disks will eliminate dead furrows 
and ridges and so should be used. Smoothing with small farm floats 
should be frequently done. This practice should be regarded as a 
cultural practice --not a releveling operation, 

S9ecW. PrRct%ceq 

Contour-Bench Levelinq, 
Contour-bench leveling is a method of weparing land for irrigation, 
The field is divided into a series of strips on the approximate 
contour, and each strip is leveled as an independent area. Thus a 
series of steps is formed down the slope, It provides a method 
of reducing grade on a field where excessive slope makes irrigation 
difficult or hazardous* 

The advantages of contour-bench leveling are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Irrigation water is easily controlled on the flat slopes, 
efM.cient irrigation methods can be used, and water-appli- 
cation efficiencies can be high. 
Erosion from rainfall can be controlled. This permits soil- 
building processes that result in increased fertility and 
improved soil structure. 
Since large stream &&es can be used and lengths of run can 
be comparatively long, labor in Irrigating is lowered. 
The flat slopes permit a more efficient use of both irri- 
gation water and rainfall thereby reducing the quantity of 
irrigatilon water needed to meet-plant requirements. 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

&cause the escarpment area between benches is too steep to 
farm, some area is lost to the production of the field crop. 
These areas can be seeded to perennial crops, 
When the vertical drop between benches is over 18 inches, 
rodent control may be necessary to prevent washouts between 
benches* 
The escarpment areas between benches present problems in 
maintenance and best utilization. 
Waste irrigation water and runoff from rain accumulates high 
on the slope and must be conveyed to the lower edge of the 
farm. 

Bench cross sections .-Selecting the proper cross section for contour 
benches is one of the most important phases of the planning. FIgwe 
12.12 gives the shape normally used, 

Disadvantages are: 

Determine first dimension W, the width of the farmable area. This width 
should be such that it will fit the farm equipment to be used. The 
least flexibil3.ty in farming is normally present with row crops and the 
width, W, @hol,&J be in multiples of the width of the widest equipment 
anticipated. Ilnless farm roads are to be established at both ends of 
the benches, the width should be sufficient to alLow round t,rSps so 
that at the end of a tillage operation, the equipment is in position to 
move to an adjacent bench. The engineer should consider both the present 
and possible future farm equipment to be used in determining farmable 
width. 

The relationship between W, T, and H may ba expressed 

and 

where 

T = (W + B + 2h7i) z+sz 
i=TE 

H = ST 

T = Ovasall bench width in fbet, 
JJ = Width alF farmable strip in feet. 
B = Top w.idth of dike in feet. 
h = Height of dike In r'eet. 
H = Vertical interval between benches in feet. 
3 = Side slope of dikrr. 
s = Slope of land in feet per foot* 

, 

---- -.,. --, ,.” 
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CROSS SECTION OF BENCH 

CROSS SECTION OF DIKE 

120 
cli 

T (FEET) 

Figure 12-12.-cCo~tour-bench rclatianshipa, 
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Another important consideration in selecting the bench spacing, T, is 
the area of land that will be utilized for the dike and escarpment 
areas. Depending upon crop and climate, this area may be nonproductive 
or of limIted use. The relationship between the bench spacing, T, and 
the ratio V/T is shown on figure 12-12 for a typical aike cross section, 
Note that as the spacing, T, increaaea, the ratio V/T or the percent 
of land removed from production becomes lass, Also note that as T 
increases, the volume of excavation required increases, The designer 
must select a spacing, T, which is a compromise between these two 
relationships. 

The vertical interval between adjacent benches, H, must also be COR- 
sidered. On a given slope, as T or W increases, H also increases, 
As this dimension increases more than 1 foot, problems in maintaining 
the escarpment area increase rapidly. Iti only rare instances should 
H exceed 2 feet. 

The height of the dike. h, should be sufficient to safely contain both 
the normal irrigation stream and storm runoff, Compute the depth of 
flows and provide a mInimum freeboard of 0.2 foot above the maximum 
St&?.& l On sandy soils or for pasture areas, increase the freeboard 
to 0,5 foot. 

The side slopes, a, ahodd be selected with an eye to mtabillity. 
2 to 1 or 3 to 1 slopes are IMual, but when stonee me present in 
a field, the atonea are often moved to +.&J ntareaand 
support a steeper alope. 

The top width of the dike should be sufficient to prevent lowering of 
its height by trampling or by farm- machinery. Usually the dimension B 
should be about equal to H, the drop between benches. 

Bench location .-The location of the contour benches may be regarded 
as a part of the basic farm planning in which the field boundaries, irri- 
gation water-supply system, drains, and field roads are located, For 
leveling, each bench is regarded as a separate field. 

Since the earthwork involved is oftentimes great, I~JT out the benches 
to conform as closely to the original topography as farmIng operations 
and other considerations till permit. To make this layout, an accurate 
topographic map of the area under consideration is essential. It is 
necessary that this map have permanent points of reference for horizontal 
control located in the field since the benches will later need to be 
marked out using horizontal methods. 
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The need for a topographic map is lessened on flat, smooth slopes, 
and sometimes the bench location can be determined by inspection. It 
should be recognized, however, that the cost of a good topographic map 
is usually less than the cost of moving 15 cubic yards of earth per acre, 
and savings in earth volumes greatly in excess of this amount often 
result from lntelligant use of a good map. 

First separate the area to be developed into key aread, each having 
fairly uniform topographic features. In the field shown in figure 1243, 
one key area might be considered to be the area .between the 91 and 95 
contours. Another is between the 88 and 90 contours. 

Location of guidelines .-Guidelines should then be located which repre- 
sent an average condition of each key area. This can be done by locating 
a line that, represents the average shape of the contour lines and then 
computing the location of the guideline to the grade-desired by offsets 
from the line representing the average of the-contours. 

In figure 12-13 random lines a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h Uere drawn and 
the distance from a reference line to each contour within a key area 

was measured, 
reference line. 

The north fence line was arbitrarily picked to be the 
These measurements scaled as follows: 

dam line 
co~toux a b C d e f P h 

95 215 
; f ;  345 270 

92 w3 
91 472 

Average 343 

90 425 390 355 330 330 
89 495 463 433 4l3 w3 
88 635 550 505 475 475 

Average 518 468 431 406 406 
. - - I  -U- I - -_U_“ I -_ I - * - “ , -~~. -~ . . - . -~~-- - - , ” - ,~- - - ” - -~- -~- , -  

180 100 40 13 63 
250 180 85 53 i; ;: 145 
315 245 173 117 120 143 195 
378 320 260 205 183 185 242 
450 403 345 300 265 260 280 

315 250 181 138 129 140 185 

The average'of the scaled distances as shown above represent the distance 
from the reference line to the average of the contours, and these latter 
lines can be plotted on the map. 
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I GUIDELINES 

Scale 

Figure X2-13, -4rkblishing guidelines for conta.w-bench: 
leveling from contour map. 
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The average slope along the random lines in each key area should then 
be computed. Usually it is sufficiently accurate to determine this slope 
from the bottom edge to the top edge of the key area. The average slope 
is calculated by dividing tha difference in elevation by the difference 
in distances from the reference line. 
this becomes 

FQI- the field in figure 1243 

Random Ike 

Contour a b C a e f g h 

95 215 l&I 100 
3:; 

13 10 20 63 
91 472 450 403 3ao 265 260 2rso 

Percent slope 1.56 IL.48 1.32 1.3% 1.39 la57 lb67 I.& 

90 425 39Q 355 
88 

330 330 
635 550 505 475 475 

Percent slope 0.95 I,25 1,33 1.38 1.38 Ir-Vr~n-ulursnt-n-m~~--~,~-~-~-,.~-~~--~,,~- 

Knowing the location of the line representing the average of the contour@ 
and the slop4 of the land, it is possible to deteymine the horizontal ad- 
justment necessary to represent a guideline for any desired grade. For 
the problem in figure 12-13 it was desired that the benches should have a 
slope of 0.002. The folloting computations were made to determIne the 
necessary horizontal adjustments assuming a grade first in one direction 
and then in the other. 

He5ween conto ~i*k~-rM.% 
m 

-I 
-~--"---"--.-----. u_-I -,-. _  ̂.I. I ,- .I"XU-II-..-~I.- r.l^-sr .- 

Random line 
1f56 lb48 1:32 I:31 l"jq 

f h 
Avg w slope percent 1.57 1% 1*#4 

Station Quo0 1*20 2*30 3+3a b"20 5+Qo 5*&I 6% 
Fall 0 o*;rr, “I.46 0.66 0.84 1.00 1.16 1.39 
Adjustment 0 161 35' 50" 6or 64' 69" 76" 

Station 7+30 6*10 a&+80 3YO 2+80 190 1+10 0 
Fall 1.46 1.22 0.96 0.74 0.58 Cl.38 G.22 0 
Adjustment 94t 82' 73" 56" 42" 28! X3" 0 
--A. ~~~-~-,,~~~~,~~~~~,~,~ %-,~:"nr >.:1:.'I : ,, IlVJ, -"~..-Pw -^-A3 
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Between contours 88 and W --.+w ---_-- 

Random line a b c 
Slope percent p.zs f.33 f.638 

station o+Qo 0+9Q 1-W 2+60 3+&l 
Fall 0 0 al8 0.36 Cr.52 0.72 
Adjustment 0 14' 27' 38" 52l 

Sta.tion 3*80 2+70 1*eo l+oo 0 
Fall 0.76 0.54 Q*36 0.20 0 
Adjustment 80' 43' 27" 148 0' _YII,"----I-r"-Y3Y,.~~-"~~~~-,~-~~,-"----,,~.~-~~~ -C-I----- ---- "' 

An example of this calculation cqn be shown for the guideline falling 
to the east on the upper key aren. Station 0+00 was considered to be 
at the intersection of the average to the contour line and random line 
a. By scKLing, it was estimated that the stationing at the point where 
the guideline would cross random line b would be 1420. Since the grade 
in the bench is to be 0.002, station 1+20 would be 0,24 foot below the 
average to the contour line. On line b, the nverage slope is 1.48 
percent and the necessary adjustment (or the distance from the average 
to the contour line and the guidellne) is 

0.24xlQO 
1.48 

= 16 feet 

A point was then located 16 feet south of the nverage to the contour 
line and the stationing at that point checked against the original 
estimate v Since it was very nearly station 1+20, no further refine- 
ment was necessary. Similarly, points were found on random line b, 
c, d, etc. and the guidelines plotted. 

Guidelines can also be located from a grid-type survey. This can 
best be described through the use of an example, figure 12-U. The 
elevations of each grid lin, approximately norm&L to the contour lines 
are first added and an average elevation for each line determined. 
Thus, on line 3$ the sum of the elevations is 

75.0 l 73.4 + '71.8 + 70.4 = 290.6 

The average elevation is 

9 = 72.65 
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Figure la-l.4 ,--Establishing guidelines. for cantom-hneh 



The average grade on each gridline is also determined. This usually 
can be done by subtracting the elevation on the lower edge of the 
field from the elevation on the upper edge and dividing by the distance 
(in stations) that the points are separated. For line 3, this becomes 

Percent grade = w47o.1 1.53 percent 
3 

The average elevations are considered to lie on the midpoint of each 
grid line. Hence, on lines 1 and 2, the midpoint is on line C; but 
for lines 3, 4, 5, and 6, the midpoint is at B+jO. 

Calculations are then made to determine the adjustment from these mid- 
points. Starting at the midpoint on line 1 with an average elevation 
of 74*17 and assuming the grade of the guideline is 0.002, it fs 
estimated that the point on line 2 will be approximately at station 
l+OO, and the desired elevation on line 2 is about 0.2 foot lower or 
73.97. Since the average elevation of line 2 is 73.70, the desired 
point lies above the midpoint a vertical distance of 

73.97 - 73.70 = 0.27 foot 

Since the slope is 1.85 percent, the adjustment to be made is 

0.27 x 100 = +15 
1.85 

A point 15 feet above the midpoint was located, and the d-stance fro6n 
the midpoint on line 1 was scaled. P Since it is very near' y the- 
estimated 100 feet, the point is satisfactorily located. ! 

A similar calculation is made on line 3, then line 4, and proaessively 
the horizontal position of the guideline is plotted. 

Planning benches .--With the guidelines located, the engineer can then 
plan the bench location on the map as shown in figure=-15 The 
closer the guidelines are followed, the less will be the &thwork 
required but compromises need to be made to eliminate point rows and 
conditions which will make farming difficult* 
the following points should be noted: 

In planning benches, 

1. Avoid sharp bends, Normslly tillage difficulties will be 
experienced if a deflection In alinement is over U" sharper deflec 
tions can usually be broken into two segments. 
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?rormnlly benches should continue completely across the fIelda 
When it is necessary to terminate a bench in the middle of the 
R.YYL, remember to provide for W-I Increase 91 the width of the 
dike and escarpment area for the adjacent benches hetrond 
that point. An example of this is shown i_n figure 12-l&, 
where this dimension was increased from 6 feet to 8 feet to 
take care of the increased vertical interval 

Avoid poInted areas that are difficult to construct and 
maintain, Where one dike intersects another, make the angle 
of intersection about 90" in the manner shown on figure 12-J&, 

The bench spacing, T, should be changed whenever the average 
downfield slope at the location of the bench varies more 
than (l/2) percent from the slope used to calculate T, This 
insures the width of the bench, W, will be within I+ foot 
from the intended dimension. 

Staking .-The bench layout as plsnned on the contour or grid map must 
be transferred to the field. Usually one or two bench boundary lines 
am selected as controls and these are located on the ground by hori- 
zontal measurements from the points of reference for horizontal control 
established when the map was made. If a gr-ld survey was used for 
planning, the bench boundaries may be established by measurement from 
existing grid stakes. 

%-I figure 12-17 the lines F and S were selected, Line J was located 
in the field by first locating the ends of the east and west sides of 
the field. On the west, point (J) (0) was located 100 feet north of 
the fence corner. Point (J) (6430) was located 20 feet west and 236 
feet north of ths southeast fence corner. 9ne 
wss located by measuring 175 feet from point (J f 

oint of intersection 
(3) toward point (J) 

(6+30!, turning a right angle and thence measuring 20 feet to the right. 
The other point of intersection was similarly located. All mta&ements 
were determined by scaling from the topog map. 

Similarly, Line I was located and the ends of lines 1, 2, 3, etc., WC?Y?E 
located along the north and south fence lines, The balance of the 
stakes were set by line and measurement as shown. The distance between 
the stakes on the numbered lines was calculated by the formula 

Distance = bench snacinet, T 
sine of angle 

For example, on the 2 line, figure12-17 1 r,he bench width, T, was 
59.0 feet and the angle was 64O 30 r'eti;t. 
the 2,line was 

Therefore, the djstance along 

Distance= 59 *o-s- 
Sine 640 30 g 
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After all stakes are set, elevation shots are takeh for land-leveling 
design purposes. After the cuts and fills are computed, stakes are 
marked tith a fill on one side for the area above and A cut on the 
other for the lower bench. 

An alternate method of staking the field'is shown in figure 22-18 
The control lines are located as previously shown, and then the 
farmer uses row-markIng equipment to carry parallel lines in both 
directions from the control. llnes,to the adjacent bench boundaries, 
The farmer builds a small earth-marking ridge at each bench boundary 
using a border disk, sinl$r> l~:%i-.om nlow, or similar equipment, 

Stakes are then set on undisturbed ground on each side of the bench 
every hundred feet as measured along the centerline. For identif-i- 
cation purposes, each bench is lettered, and the stakes are located 
by station and marked right or left, i.e., 3+00 L, or 3WO R. Ro 
stake refers to more than one bench* While this method requires 
twice as many stakes as the.0n.e previously described, it is simpler, 
easier to stake, and each stake needs only one cut or fill marking. 
Difficulty may be experienced, however, in making accurate earth- 
volume calculations when this method is used. 

Computing cuts and fills ,--For purposes of leveling, each bench is 
regarded as a separate field. The plane method of land-leveling 
design is used with the single modification that the midpoint on 
the centerl,ine is substituted for the centroid. 

Figurf: X-19 is an example of the calculations for one cf the benches 
previbusly shown on figure 3.2-17, The average elevation of the bench 
was computed to he 90.46. The plane was then lowered O&O5 foot to 
provide the proper ratio between cut and fill. 

The plane was further lowered sufficiently to provide earth for 
construction of the dike. This adjustment can be computed as 
follows: 

Top width x Base width x Height 
Cross-sectional area of dike = ,- 

Assuming that it will require 50 percent more excavation to provide 
fill for the dike, 

Cross-sectional area of excavation required - 1.5 x 1.5 square feet 
= 2.25 square feet 

Bench spacing, T, = 59.0 feet 
Adjustment, Cross-sections1 ~re4 re&&&=5z.g5E O,QI+ feet 

Bench spacing . 
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F&m 12-W .--kval.inlq calculations for contour benohcs, 
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The design elevation at the midpoint was computed and by aDplying the 
desired grade (0,002) from that point, the design elevations at all 
other points were calctilatsd. 
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